Appendix A The Conditional Logit Model
Let L ij be shorthand for bidyes ij of all such vectors. If we assume the error term g ij follows an i.i.d. type I extreme value distribution, then the conditional probability is Notice that the listing specific effects Z jγ cancel out in the conditional probability. This suggests that we can recover the rest of model parameters without knowing Z j . A conditional logit model estimates the model parameters and by maximizing the likelihood function
where n is the number of listings. 
Appendix B Heckman Correction's First Step

Appendix C Robustness Checks
To address concerns related to random sampling, we ran the same analysis using two months and five months of data and the results did not change. We also drew different random samples of the data and obtained consistent results across samples.
To make sure parameter estimates are not biased by potential interaction between the pipe and the other two effects, we ran analysis using only potential lenders who are not friends of the borrower and the results did not change.
To address the concern that friendships merely reflect the history of past interactions and have no independent effect, we controlled for past transactions between the borrower and the lender and between the lender and prior lenders in Model 5. Our main results hold after introducing these additional controls.
As an alternative specification, we also ran robust logit regressions with two dimensional clustering by listings and lenders (Table C1 , Model 6). This model accounts for correlations among decisions by the same lender but is subject to omitted-variable bias. Besides the controls for conditional logit models, we included several listing/borrower characteristics as controls, such as borrower credit grade, loan purpose, borrowing amount, interest rate, borrower age, gender, education, borrowing history, and authentication. The results are similar to existing ones, although the robust logit reported greater pipe (314.6%), prism (-7.5%), anonymous herding (9.1%), and relational herding (5.0%) effects, which may reflect the omitted-variable bias. The lack of a bid from an active lender may be because the lender made an implicit negative decision. As an implicit negative decision does not require a listing's details, including such a case may bias our estimations. The Heckman selection may mitigate such a bias to some extent because the propensity of being active may be correlated with the propensity to evaluate a listing. To further address this potential bias, we ran two additional robustness tests. First, we used the number of clicks on a listing as an "importance" factor for a weighted conditional logit model. The rationale is that a negative decision on a listing with many clicks is more likely an explicit negative decision, thus it should weigh more. Similarly, we also ran analyses on listings with at least 25 clicks (i.e., the mean number of clicks). The two robustness checks yield qualitatively similar results as our main findings (Table C15 , Models 7 and 8).
To address the concern that our choice of bid timing may be a source of bias, we constructed a sample using the "last-sight" rule under the assumption that non-bidders repeatedly checked a listing and waited until the last sight to decide not to bid on the list. This alternative data construction depressed some of the coefficients for control variables (e.g., for percentage completed and number of days since listing) but our main findings remained qualitatively the same (results available upon request). Finally, to rule out the possibility that lenders increase their lending probability but decrease lending amount, we ran a fixed-effect model on lending amount while taking into account left-censoring. Our results suggest a positive pipe effect on lending amounts but no significant prism or relational herding effect. Thus our qualitative results do not change after taking lending amount into account. 
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